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RS4 Sport 3 Flux Porsche 911 GT3R RTR, 1/10 Scale, 4WD, w/ 2.4GHz Radio System 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 

Price with discount $319.99

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price $319.99

Sales price without tax $319.99

Discount 

Tax amount 
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Cars/Trucks: RS4 SPORT 3 FLUX FALKEN PORSCHE 911
 

The RS4 Sport 3 is the all-new touring car chassis from HPI Racing! In development and refined for over a year, the RS4 Sport 3 features a
completely sealed and highly efficient shaft drivetrain, coilover shock absorbers plus waterproof electronics. The fully contained drivetrain
means there are no exposed gears, belts or drivetrain parts to get stuck with rocks or dirt. Finally, the RS4 Sport 3 is finished with realistic tires
plus a licensed replica body and wheels for an authentic look that will grab the attention of all RC and motorsport enthusiasts!

The first RS4 Sport 3 Flux features the utterly unique #17 Porsche 911 GT3 RSR driven by Bryan Sellers, Wolf Henzler and Nick Tandy for the
Falken Tire racing team, one of the top race teams in the super-competitive GT Class. The iconic shape of the Porsche 911 combined with the
jaw-dropping 'urban camo' look and stylized shark-mouth make for the perfect head-turning look for the fastest version of the all-new RS4 Sport
3. Finishing the race car look are a set of our extra-wide (31mm and 35mm) replica BBS wheels fitted with matching slick racing tires!

Propelling the RS4 Sport 3 to speeds over 113km/h (70mph) is the Flux MMH-4000KV motor, controlled by the waterproof Flux EMH-3S LiPo-
ready speed controller. An enclosed box houses the 2.4GHz radio receiver, ensuring that you have constant control through the HPI pistol-grip
steering wheel transmitter.

Features:

Drive: Fully enclosed four wheel shaft
Radio: HPI 2.4GHz
Motor: HPI Flux MMH-4000Kv brushless
Electronic Speed Control: Waterproof EMH-3S with Dean's Ultra Male Battery Connector
Tires: Slick drift style
Suspension: Double wishbone

 

Specifications:

Length: 17" (431mm)
Width: 7.4" (190mm)
Wheelbase: 10" (255mm)
Body: Length: 18.9" (481mm)
Body: Width: 8.5" (216mm) at rear wheels, widest point 7.2 (182mm) behind front wheels, narrowest point
Body: Height: 4.4" (112mm)
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